HAVENS
Fresh, New Ideas for Coastal Homes
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BEACH HOUSE
MUST-HAVES
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We posed a question
to our favorite designers,
celebs, and bloggers, and
to ourselves: What’s essential
in a beach house now?
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JEN CAUSEY
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MUST-HAVE

POPS OF
TURQUOISE
1 Swahili African Modern 27" African Basket with Lid in Aqua, $165; swahilimodern.com 2 Transcend by Victoria Kloch, from $305 (36" by 24"); victoriakloch.com 3 Wisteria
Waterfall Console in Blue, $599; wisteria.com —Suggested by blogger Cassandra LaValle 4 Bliss Home & Design Studded Stacking Bowls in Aqua Luxe, $195 for a set of three;
blisshomeanddesign.com 5 Russel Wright Residential Collection Cup and Saucer in Aqua, $20; store.dwell.com 6 oomph Nantucket Lantern in Oceanfront, $3,095; oomphonline.com
7 Surya Antique Lattice Velvet Pillow in Ivory & Mint Green, $116 (20" by 20"); zincdoor.com 8 Bombay Atelier Handi Man Side Table in Turquoise, $349; bombayatelier.com for
purchase information 9 Mario Luca Giusti Lente Collection Cereal/Snack Bowl, $22, Matilda’s; 772/221-8280 —Suggested by designer Dana Small 10 Regina Andrew St. Barts
Glass Table Lamp, $247.50; shopcandelabra.com —Suggested by designer Phoebe Howard 11 Kenian Butler Tray/Side Table in Antique Turquoise, $140, Island Furniture & Accessories;
252/727-4778 12 LOLOI Anzio Rug in Aqua, $259 (5' by 7'6"); rugsdirect.com 13 Bliss Home & Design Turquoise Earth Vase, $80 (large); blisshomeanddesign.com
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( MUST-HAVES )
MUST-HAVE

MUST-HAVE

COLORFUL
PILLOWS
1 Alan Campbell ZigZag

Fabric in French Blue on
Tint, available to the trade;
quadrillefabrics.com
—Suggested by designer
Dana Small

2 LOLOI P0339 Pillow in
Green Ivory, $78 (22" by
22"); la-z-boy.com for
store locations

3 LACEFIELD Spice Linen
Pillow with Camden
Tape in Off White on Tan,
$212 (24" by 24");
lacefielddesigns.com

4 Allem Studio Coral
Saffron Pillow, $90 (20"
by 20"); allemstudio.com

8 Lulu DK Colors Fabric

13 TULU Sylvie Pillow in

5 Furbish Studio Seafoam

9 Thom Filicia Home
Collection Sylvia Square
Pillow in Chartreuse,
$112.50 (20" by 20");
allmodern.com

14 Clarence House OD

Ikat Pillow, $60 (24" by
24"); furbishstudio.com
—Suggested by blogger
Jamie Meares

in Rose, available to the
trade; duralee.com

6 Serena & Lily Maritime
Pillow Cover in Seaglass/
Coral, $38 (16" by 16");
serenaandlily.com

10 Stray Dog Designs
Alaxa Pillow, $100 (14" by
20"); straydogdesigns.com

7 Designers Guild
Bellariva Peony Cushion,
$145 (12" by 24");
designersguild.com

Scallop Pillow Cover in
Coral, $26 (18" by 18");
willaskyehome.com

Aqua, $185 (18" by 18");
studiofournyc.com
—Suggested by designer
Angie Hranowsky

Zebra Fabric in Orange,
available to the trade;
clarencehouse.com
—Suggested by designer
Thomas Hamel

15 Megan Auman

11 Willa Skye Home

Remnant Pillow, $90 (16"
by 20"); shop.megan
auman.com

12 Alan Campbell Ferns
Fabric in Green on Tint,
available to the trade;
quadrillefabrics.com
—Suggested by designer
Katie Rosenfeld

SMOOTHIE
BLENDER
“This is incredible for
the summertime
smoothies I love to make!”
—Dancing with the Stars
pro Karina Smirnoff
Blendtec Designer 625 Blender
in Sea Foam, $480; blendtec.com

LOBSTER POT

5

3

THE RIGHT
KITCHEN
TOOLS

4

6

2

BUY IT! Scan this
photo to purchase
(see page 6)

“What says ‘American
summer’ more
than red lobsters
in a blue-and-white
enamel pot?”
—architect
Tom Kligerman
Granite Ware 15.5-quart
Multi-Pot, $26; wayfair.com/
coastallobsterpot
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ICE-CREAM
MAKER
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“One of my favorite
appliances is my Cuisinart
ice-cream maker. I rarely
follow any of the
directions and usually just
throw in a ripe fruit like
melon or strawberries and
a half can of coconut milk
for a yummy sorbet.”
—actress Kristen Bell
Cuisinart Frozen Yogurt — Ice
Cream & Sorbet Maker in Red,
$60; cuisinart.com

“THE BEST
BREEZES
TO CATCH
ARE ON
A BEACH
CRUISER”
—BLOGGER
CHASSIT Y EVANS
OF LOOK
LINGER LOVE
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MUST-HAVE

BEACH
CRUISER

Hollandia Holiday
F1 26 Cruiser
Bicycle, $320;
cyclefg.com

by sunshine, sea
breezes, and sand, two wheels are almost
always greater than four. Introduced in the
1930s by Schwinn, the beach cruiser has
become as ubiquitous on seaside boardwalks as snow cones and saltwater taffy. We
love them for their nostalgia factor, their
simplicity (who needs more than one speed
at the beach?), and their style—this one’s
sea foam green frame and leatherette seat
and handlebar grips make it an ideal vehicle
for sunset spins along the shore.
WHEN YOU’RE SURROUNDED

PILLOWS: STEPHEN DEVRIES; PORTRAITS, FROM TOP: MICAH DAHLBERG, ARTHUR COHEN PHOTOGRAPHY, JONATHAN RESSLER; LOBSTER POT: ROBBIE CAPONETTO; ALL OTHER PRODUCTS: COURTESY OF MANUFACTURERS

HAVENS

MUST-HAVE

A COMFY
PORCH
California designer Tim
Clarke is the guru of
stylish outdoor living.
Here, he shares his
secrets for decorating
the ideal seaside perch.

CREATE “ROOMS”
WITH RUGS. “With no
walls to delineate spaces,
outdoor furniture needs to
be grounded by what’s
underneath it. Rugs are a
smart way to do this, or
try varying the type or
texture of material underfoot, like wood or stone.”

LAYER THE LIGHTING.

“Have multiple light sources,
including an overhead

option and something that
provides the same cozy
glow of indoor lamps. LED
lamps are easily rechargeable, and you don’t have to
worry about dealing with
wires or plugs outdoors.”

THINK PRACTICALLY.
“I’m all about function.
Everyone should always
have a place where they
can set down their drink,
whether that’s a garden
stool, a side table, or a tray
that works for serving, too.”

SOFTEN THE SPACE.

to use them like you would
indoors. Upholstered
ottomans filled with quickdry foam look great in
place of a coffee table.”

DISPLAY SCULPTURAL
SHELLS. “Shells are perfect
for adding that beachy
element. Use them in a way
that makes them artistic,
like placing one big, beautiful shell on a table.”

MIX UP MATERIALS.
“I’m a huge fan of teak, and
the way it weathers and

“Outdoor fabrics have come
a long way in terms of
comfort, so don’t be afraid

1

ages, but I would never do
an outdoor room that’s
exclusively one material. The
juxtaposition of weathered
wood with woven resin or
something sleek and
modern makes the space
much more interesting.”

GO NATURAL. “If you’re
on a covered porch with no
trees around you, always
include some greenery in
the mix. I like to use a lot of
smaller plants in sculptural
pots so they add interest
but don’t block the views.”
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1 Thos. Baker Talbot Sand Armchair, from $445; thosbaker.com 2 Trina Turk Orange Garden Maze Throw Pillow, $140 (20" by 20"); skyiris.com 3 West Elm Softest
Throw (Ombre) in Sweet Potato, $49; westelm.com 4 Michael Berman for Brown Jordan Marin Sofa, $4,295 (as shown); brownjordan.com for retailers 5 LEE Industries
Bermuda Outdoor Slipcovered Ottoman in Wendell Parchment, $1,120 (as shown); leeindustries.com for retailers 6 Jonathan Adler Lacquer Tray in Orange, $225
(22" by 22"); jonathanadler.com 7 LOLOI Enzo Indoor/Outdoor Rug in Ivory/Blue, $739 (7'6" by 9'6"); rugsdirect.com 8 Treillage Garden Stool in Orange, $324;
scenariohome.com 9 Beach Grass Cottage Giant Pink Conch Shell, $25; beachgrasscottage.com

HAVENS

( MUST-HAVES )

MUST-HAVE

ANNIE SCHLECHTER (2); PORTRAITS, FROM TOP: ALEXANDRE JARAS, PATRICK CLINE, SAM MCADAM, MICHAEL VENTURA, LINDSEY POTTER, SAM FROST; RUGS: COURTESY OF MANUFACTURERS

BEACHY
RUGS

GEOMETRIC
“This is a great-looking
graphic rug. It’s super
durable—it can take a
beating and still look sharp.”
—designer Betsy Burnham
Colonial Mills Sedona Rug
in Teal, $880 (5' by 8');
colonialmills.com for retailers

3
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MUST-HAVE

OUTDOOR
SHOWER
1 Bed Bath & Beyond

Teak Mat, from $60;
bedbathandbeyond.com

2 Pier 1 Imports

Loren Garden Stool,
$130; pier1.com

3 Garnet Hill Offset Stripe
Bath Towels in Aqua,
Cornflower Blue, and
Tiger Lily, $30 each;
garnethill.com
4 Mainly Baskets Sweater

Weave Hearth Basket,
$185; wickerhomepatio
furniture.com —Suggested
by designer Kate Jackson

“THE OUTDOOR
SHOWER IS ONE
OF THE FAVORITE
SPOTS OF MOST
EVERYONE WHO
COMES TO STAY
AT THE BEACH”
—DESIGNER
JANE COSLICK

MUST-HAVE

A QUICK GUIDE TO GETTING
YOUR BEACH HOME SUMMER-READY
You arrive at your beach house
after several long, cold months apart and want to make a beeline
for the shore. But before you start applying sunscreen, tackle our
easy to-do list: First, walk through the house, replacing any burntout batteries and lightbulbs, and changing dirty air filters; test the
air-conditioning to make sure everything is in working order.
Check outside for any winter damage, such as torn screens. Next,
arm yourself with a spray bottle filled with a mixture of white
vinegar and water (1/2 cup vinegar per bucket of water) for a handy
natural spritzer that’s safe and strong enough to clean all hard
surfaces, including salt-sprayed windows. Throw all your linens
and towels in the washer, and clean patio furniture with simple
dish soap and water, leaving everything to dry in the sunlight.
WE UNDERSTAND THE EXCITEMENT:

BROWSE THESE AND MORE MUST-HAVES! Refresh
your home online at coastalliving.com/must-haves

CLASSIC
“I like using large flatweave rugs like this one
indoors and out because
you can then layer them
with smaller rugs.”
—designer Thomas Hamel
Armadillo&Co. Safari Weave Rug
in Oatmeal & Ash, from $365;
armadillo-co.com

NAUTICAL
“Jonathan Adler has accents
with personality and
humor—I would use this
anchor rug in a kitchen,
kids’ room, or casual foyer.”
—designer Liz Levin
Junior Anchor Peruvian Llama
Flat Weave Rug in Navy, $795
(6' by 4'); jonathanadler.com

STRIPED
“With its wonderful
options for colors and sizes,
this line is a must-have in
any beach house.”
—designer Dana Small
Dash & Albert Fisher Ticking
Woven Cotton Rug, $443
(9' by 12'); dashandalbert.com

CHEVRON
“Chevrons are a terrific way
to include some rhythm
on the floor in a pattern
other than a stripe.”
—designer Peter Dunham
Madeline Weinrib Sha Sha Tibetan
Carpet in Amethyst Silk, $11,500
(8' by 10'); madelineweinrib.com
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MUST-HAVE

BEACH
HATS

( MUST-HAVES )
Eric Javits
Birdie Hat in
Blue Tweed, $138;
ericjavits.com

San Diego Hat
Company Women’s
Panama Fedora with
Rope and Gold
Chain Trim, $39;
sandiegohat.com

Echo Design Jewel
Casablanca Hat
in Natural, $78;
echodesign.com

Mar Y Sol Sienna
Hat in Coral, $98;
shopmarysol.com

Lola Hats
Medium Brim
Hat, $270;
everything
butwater.com
Ále by Alessandra
Makuna Hat in Blue, $75;
villagehatshop.com

ANNIE SCHLECHTER

HAVENS

HAVENS

( MUST-HAVES )

MUST-HAVE

LARGE
HAMMOCK

Yellow Leaf
Hammocks
Lanta King-Size
Hammock,
$275; yellowleaf
hammocks.com

1

than a hammock by the sea? This
hammock by the sea, because it’s roomy, mildew-repellant,
and even handwoven in a soft triple weave to prevent any
imprint on your skin. Plus it’s pretty and portable (with a
handy carrying bag), so you can savor any water view you
wish (until, eyes heavy, you drift happily off to sleep).

2

WHAT’S MORE DREAMY

Roberta Roller Rabbit by Roberta
Freymann Beach Towel Argan in
Orange, $150; robertarollerrabbit.com

3

MUST-HAVE

“THESE ARE
COMFORTABLE
AND OVERSIZED, WITH
TERRY ON ONE
SIDE AND
COTTON ON
THE OTHER”
—DESIGNER
DANA SMALL

MUST-HAVE

A BOLD
BATH

1 Thibaut Kelp Wallpaper

in Aqua, $68 per single
roll; thibautdesign.com for
retailers

2 Restoration Hardware

Chatham 8" Widespread
Faucet Set, $649; rh.com

3 Fred Bowen-Smith
Custom Cabinet, pricing
available upon request;
kitchenstrand.us

“CHOOSE A WALLPAPER
THAT REALLY POPS
WITH COLOR AND
FUN—THIS KELP DESIGN
REFLECTS A COASTAL
LIFESTYLE WITH
A TOUCH OF WHIMSY!”

MUST-HAVE

ROPE KNOT DOORSTOP
FROM THE CLASSIC bowline to the fisherman’s bend, rope knots have been a mainstay of maritime

culture ever since sailors began circling the globe. The rugged emblems of seafaring life remain
an elemental tool for securing a vessel’s lines and sails, but we’ve found they pull their weight
in modern beach houses, too. Interior designer Orlando Soria favors this adaptation of the
diamond knot, which doubles as a doorstopper: “I like to leave doors open to hear the ocean,
and these cute nautical accessories keep doors from slamming closed in the sea breeze.”
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—DESIGNER KEITHLEY MILLER

Two’s Company
Rope Knot
Doorstop —
Twine Ball, $40;
uncommon
goods.com

BATH: CARMEL BRANTLEY; PRODUCTS: COURTESY OF MANUFACTURERS

BIG BEACH
BLANKET

HAVENS

( MUST-HAVES )
MUST-HAVE
MUST-HAVE

INDOOR
GAMES

OUTDOOR
GAMES

1 Jonathan Adler

Lacquer Backgammon
Set in Navy, $395;
jonathanadler.com
—Suggested by
Ivanka Trump

2 Uusi Bohemia

Playing Cards in Red,
$20; artofplay.com

3 Monkey Pod Games
Wooden Domino Set,
$20; monkeypod
games.com

2

4 Bicycle Madison
Playing Cards in
Teal, $4; shopbicycle
cards.com
—Suggested by
designer Alessandra
Branca

Crate and Barrel Bocce Set,
$150; crateandbarrel.com

1

Rollors Game,
$50; rollors.com

3

Learn to play Shells!
on the popular card
game Spoons. The goal: to get four of a kind
before anyone else. You’ll need at least three
people, and as many as 13 can play.
Each player except the dealer brings a seashell and places it in the center of the table. The
dealer deals four cards to each player, keeping
the remaining cards in a stack close by. Then
the dealer picks up a card from the stack and
can exchange it for a card in hand, passing the
unwanted card to the left. (Players take turns
as the dealer, clockwise around the table.) Then
each successive player accepts a card from the
right and passes an unwanted card to the left
SHELLS IS A COASTAL TWIST
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until someone has four matching cards. The
player to the dealer’s right discards his or her
cards into a discard pile, and the dealer draws
from that pile if cards run out.
The first player to get four of a kind grabs a
shell, and the other players rush to grab a shell,
too. Whoever ends up empty-handed earns a
letter S for the first loss, an H for the second,
and so on until he or she has spelled the word
S-H-E-L-L-S and is eliminated. Each time a
player is eliminated, the dealer removes one
shell (like removing a chair in musical chairs),
and the game continues until all but one player
have spelled “shells.” That person wins!

RS Barcelona
Foosball/
Football Indoor
& Outdoor Table
in Blue, $3,700;
shophorne.com

Tommy Bahama
Ladder Golf Game Set, $200;
tommybahama.com

“THIS MADEIN-THE-U.S.A.
BEACH PADDLE
SET ADDS
LUXE TO THE
TRADITIONAL
DRUGSTORE
BEACH TOY”
— DESIGNER
LILLY BUNN

Tridente International
The Asteria Paddle Set in Amber
Honey, $100; taigan.com

GAME: STEPHEN DEVRIES; PRODUCTS: COURTESY OF MANUFACTURERS
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( MUST-HAVES )
Yours for
the taking

$10
$38

$45

FREE

MUST-HAVE

PAINTED
LOBSTER BUOYS

A TREASURED
COLLECTION

SEASHELLS

$1,400

Collecting them
was once regarded
as a hobby for
Europe’s elite. Now,
“no beach house is
complete without
shells!” says designer
Scott Sanders.

A variety of colors
and patterns makes
buoys lively decor.

Handcrafted Nautical
Decor Wooden Vintage
Dark Blue Maine 7"
Decorative Lobster Trap
Buoys, $10 for a set of
two; handcrafted
nauticaldecor.com

MODEL
SAILBOATS

“I like this boat for
a beach house
because it’s made
from driftwood,”
says designer
Thomas Paul.
Coastal Vintage Small
Driftwood Sailboat,
$38; coastalvintage
.com.au

SEA GLASS
BOTTLES

Colorful bottles can
be found at antiques
shops along the
coast, via online
sources, or maybe
even washed up
on the shore.

$850

Vintage Glass Bottles,
$45 for a set of four;
fleaosophy.com

$220

approx.
$8,000
HAND-PAINTED
DELFT

Developed in the
1600s in Holland, these
dishes feature Asianinspired designs in
charming detail.
Bardith 18th Century Blue
and White Dutch Delft
Charger, $1,400; 1stdibs.com

$9,200
ANTIQUE
DIVING HELMETS

If you’re a real
undersea enthusiast,
you may be up for
this level of investment
in order to own a
piece of diving history.
Antique Draeger Diving
Helmet, pricing available
upon request; deepsea
classifieds.com

SURFBOARDS
“This is a
conversation
piece built for
a beach house,”
says designer
Kelly Wearstler.
Kelly Wearstler
Pacific Surfboard,
$9,200; kelly
wearstler.com

ANTIQUE
SHIP CLOCKS

Often crafted from
brass and mahogany,
ship clocks served as
both timekeepers and
fine design pieces.
Seth Thomas Helmsman
Brass Ships Bell Clock,
$850; 1stdibs.com

$22,500

VINTAGE
ANCHOR PINS

CANOE
PADDLES

“The ideal
mix of art and
sculpture, these
can be hung
up or propped
against a wall,”
says designer
Liz Carroll.
Norquay Co. Blue Jay
Artisan Painted
Canoe Paddle, $220;
norquayco.com

ANTIQUE NAUTICAL CHARTS

Engraved and hand-colored charts
from the glory days of ocean
exploration are rare and valuable finds.
William Faden Antique Nautical Chart,
$22,500; donaldheald.com

High
investment

They’re just what
you need to bring
a hint of nautical
flair to your outfit.
Hattie Carnegie
Vintage Jewelry
Anchor Brooch, $75;
susanjane.com

SHELLS: FILONMAR/GETTY IMAGES; ALL OTHER PRODUCTS: COURTESY OF MANUFACTURERS

$75

( MUST-HAVES )
MUST-HAVE

REFRESHING
SUMMER
DRINK

MUST-HAVE

BAR
ESSENTIALS

Kraftware 3 qt.
Anchor Ice
Bucket in Blue,
$30; bedbathand
beyond.com

Sangria!
Fruity, fresh, and
perfect for pitchers,
sangria is the
ultimate beachside
sipper. Early Roman
settlers of the Iberian
peninsula first mixed
up the potent fruit
punch as a means
of hydrating (water,
alone, was thought
to be unsafe). It
arrived in the United
States hundreds
of years later, today
earning its cred as
one of the most
versatile cocktails.
Mix and match
your fruit and wine
based on what you
have on hand, or
say “Salúd” with our
classic recipe.
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1 lime, cut into wedges
1 lemon, cut into
wedges
1 orange, cut into
wedges
1 Granny Smith apple,
cored and cut into
wedges
1 (750-milliliter) bottle
dry red wine
1 (12-ounce) can
lemon-lime
carbonated beverage
Garnishes: orange wedges
and lime slices
Fill pitcher with lime,
lemon, and orange
wedges; press fruit with
the back of a spoon to
release juice. Add apple
wedges and wine; chill
until ready to serve. Just
before serving, stir in
lemon-lime beverage.
Pour into ice-filled glasses,
and garnish, if desired.

Jayson Home
Horn Ice Tongs,
$36; jayson
home.com

“I LOVE THE
ORGANIC SHAPES
AND COLORS THAT
MIMIC THE OCEAN”
—DESIGNER
LYNDA MURRAY
Aaron Probyn
for Crate and
Barrel Orb
Copper Shaker,
$25; crateand
barrel.com

CB2 Neon Edge
Cocktail Napkins,
$7 for a set of
four; cb2.com

Sangria

ANNA NEW
YORK by Rab
Labs Lumino
Coasters in
Azure + Silver,
$125 for a
set of four;
rablabs.com
Wales Pewter
Ice Scoop,
$82; nineteen
mercier.com

SANGRIA: STEPHEN DEVRIES; PRODUCTS: COURTESY OF MANUFACTURERS

HAVENS

HAVENS

( MUST-HAVES )

A nostalgic
photo tour of
the tropics,
from the
Gilded Age to
the jet-set era

An ode to the
quintessential
coastal hue

ESCAPE: The
Heyday of
Caribbean
Glamour by
Hermes Mallea,
$60; rizzoli
bookstore.com

Captivating illustrations
of tropical greenery by
19th-century botanist
Carl von Martius
Martius: The Book of Palms
by H. Walter Lack, $20;
taschen.com

Blue: Cobalt to
Cerulean in Art and
Culture by MFA
Museum of Fine Arts,
Boston, $23; chronicle
books.com

Six secrets to happiness
found in beach homes
and how to channel it
(wherever you live)
Beach House Happy by Antonia
van der Meer, $40; coastalliving
.com/beachhousehappy

MUST-HAVE

COASTAL
BOOKS
One European
beach, eight
years, and
a bevy of
dreamy photos
Time & Tide:
Photographs of
Praia Piquinia
by Christian Chaize,
$35; chronicle
books.com

The definitive
guide to waves
and wave culture,
for surfers and
non-surfers alike

A world view of
beach homes, from
Spain to Costa Rica
At the Ocean by Mirjam
Bleeker and Frank Visser,
$60; lusterweb.com
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More than 500 images chronicling the city’s
rise to glitzy, palm tree–studded paradise
Los Angeles: Portrait of a City
edited by Jim Heimann, $70; taschen.com

ROBBIE CAPONETTO

The History of
Surfing by Matt
Warshaw, $50;
chroniclebooks.com

HAVENS

( MUST-HAVES )
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MUST-HAVE

SARONGS
1 Elizabeth Hurley Beach
Calypso Sarong in Red,
$79, Saks Fifth Avenue;
877/551-7257

2 Roberta Roller Rabbit by
Roberta Freymann Sarong
Elsa in Orange, $65;
robertarollerrabbit.com

3 Seafolly Splendour
Sarong in African Violet,
$62; seafolly.com
4 Echo Design Hazy Stripe
Pareo in Hot Pink, $48;
echodesign.com
5 ViX Paula Hermanny
Solid Orange Beaded
Scarf, $64; vixpaula
hermanny.com

6 Gottex Neo Tribe Pareo,
$198; 800/225-7946
7 Sassy Sarongs Sheer
Sarong in Coral, $22;
sassysarongs.com
STEPHEN DEVRIES

19th-century Indonesians to thank for the
origin of breezy, colorful sarongs. Sheer, lightweight, vibrant,
and versatile, this beach staple is the simplest way to take your
shore style from plain to polished in a flash. But to get the most
out of the brilliant invention, have plenty on hand as home
decor: Use one as a chic tablecloth, or tie coordinating sarongs
around the backs of dining chairs to brighten a summer soirée.
WE HAVE EARLY

